
 
SOUTHEND AND DISTRICT BADMINTON ASSOCIATION 
 
The SDBA Peter Gibb cup quarter finals were contested last weekend.  
 
Westcliff Firsts were drawn against Eastwood and went into a 3-1 lead after the men’s and ladies level 
rubbers. Jess Toulson with first Christina Scott and then Teena Mitchell winning her two rubbers, Ollie 
Nawrat and Josh Gillard winning the third for Westcliff. Neil Easton and Roger Worster put Eastwood 
on the board. Eastwood reduced the deficit to 3-2 courtesy of a win from Will Muggleton with Debbie 
Moon in the first of the mixed rubbers. Toulson completed her maximum with Nawrat restoring 
Westcliff’s two rubber lead before Laura Roberts paired with Worster brought Eastwood to within  
one, only for Mitchell and Michael Clarke to earn Westcliff the win and see them through to the semi-
final with a 5-4 victory. 
 
The second quarter-final was between Fitzwimarc Firsts and East Thurrock. Rebecca Terry and Laura 
Woodman won the first ladies rubber for Fitzwimarc. Alex Penny and Lawrence Smith levelled for 
East Thurrock then Natalie Smith and Kicki Russel put them ahead. Penny extended the lead with John 
Hall in the last of the Men’s rubbers. Woodman with Laurence Smith and Kera Lewis with Paul 
Levene won the final two rubbers for Fitzwimarc, but this was too late as East Thurrock took the first 
three mixed rubbers through Courtney Downey and Lawrence Smith, Russel and Hall and Natalie 
Smith with Penny to win the tie 6-3. 
 
Greensward met B & BP in quarter-final number three. Kate Taylor with first Emma Clarke and then 
Wendy Hyde, and Andrew Smith with Dan Potter gave B & BP a three rubber lead. Andy McMahon 
and Tim Baskett reduced the deficit for Greensward. Clarke and Potter then Wendy and Paul Hyde and 
Taylor with Andrew Smith put the tie safe for B & BP. Mandie Bread and Rob Dunn won the 
penultimate rubber for Greensward but Clarke and Potter completed their maximums to give B & BP a 
7-2 victory. 
 
SLH Rayleigh and Westcliff Seconds fought for the final semi-final place. The Ladies and Men’s level 
rubbers went the way of SLH Rayleigh. Alison Harle with first Jan Watt and then Ashley Smith in the 
ladies and Gavin Childs with Rob Smith and then Adam Whiting in the men’s. The first two mixed 
rubbers were won by Watt with Smith and Harle with Childs completing their maximums to put the tie 
out of Westcliff’s reach. Victoria Burley with Michael Weingarten and Andrea Lloyd with Matt Ayres 
won a rubber each for Westcliff, but Smith and Watt had completed their maximums in the 7-2 win to 
earn SLH Rayleigh the spoils. 
 


